Porter Farmhouse Copper 36”
Single Bowl Kitchen Sink
Model #SK305-36AC
35.65” x 22” x 9”

Features
+ The Porter is part of Sinkology’s
VENTURE Collection of farmhouse-style
antique copper kitchen sinks that come
in a variety of layouts and bowl options.
+ The Porter is handcrafted by skilled
artisans from 16-guage pure, solid
copper.
+ The Porter adds no additional
maintenance or care to your everyday
routines. Simply rinse the sink with
warm water and gentle soap to keep it
clean and maintain its beautiful luster.
+ The Porter features an exposed front
that apron wraps 2.5 in. on each side to
create a beautiful, eye-catching canvas
to showcase the hand-hammered
detailing of the rich, antique copper
surface.
+ Like all Sinkology sinks, the Porter 		
comes with Sinkology’s Everyday
Promise lifetime warranty.

#SK305-36AC

Product Pairing Suggestions
Kitchen Sink Basket Strainer Drain
Antique Copper #TB35-01
Kitchen Sink ISE Disposal Flange
Antique Copper #TD35-01
Copper Care IQTM Kit
#SARMOR-101

+ Delivered with pre-installed 		
sound-dampening pads on all sides,
the Porter minimizes extra noise from
pots and pans while maximizing
functionality.

About Sinkology
At Sinkology, we are on a mission to make unique, high-quality kitchen, bath and home décor
products that inspire real people to find beauty in their homes and lives.
We believe that every project and every budget is worthy of beautiful products designed to last a
lifetime—and that with the right information, every house can become the home of your dreams.
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Porter Farmhouse Copper 36”
Single Bowl Kitchen Sink
Technical Specifications
35.65

+ Outer - 35.65” x 22” x 9”
+ Inner - 32” x 18” x 8.5”
+ Weight - 36 lbs
+ Drain - 3.5” diameter
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+ Cabinet Size - 36” minimum
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Lifetime Warranty

All Sinkology products come with our Everyday Promise
Lifetime Warranty. You won’t need it, but it’s there.
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